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CMAG Collection
   Flowered toque c1960 
   Orange beehive c1960
Irmgard Lyons Collection 
   Cocktail hat 1970 
On loan from Calthorpe’s House 
   Black satin pillbox 1950s
   Blue straw and ribbon pillbox 1950s
   Cream felt beret 1950s
On loan from Lyn Cummings
   Cream parisisal (straw) with navy trim c1980 
   Cream parisisal (straw) with silk fl owers c1980
On loan from Christine Waring 
   Black diagonal stitched turban 1970s
   Black velvet pillbox on willow foundation 1970s 
   Ivory nylon pillbox handmade silk/satin fl ower     
   velvet ribbon c1960
   Pink parisisal (straw) hat asymmetrical 
   brim c1965
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On loan from Dawn Waterhouse
   Black raffi a with silver hat pins c1952
On loan from Petronella Wensing 
   Cream parisisal (straw) hat c1955 
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Parsons Collection 
   Green synthetic fur pillbox
   Grey felt hat with grey ribbon trim 
   Purple velour pillbox 
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On loan from Christine Waring 
   ‘Petit beret’ red velour fur felt cutwork fl owers 
   and leaves 2011
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Ganter’s Collection 
   Panama hat & block c1940
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�  unpacks the wardrobe of Canberra Museum and Gallery (CMAG). 
The exhibition shows the work of fashion designers and related private businesses that are represented 
in CMAG’s permanent collection, as well as selected current designers.

In 1997 a generous donation from Sylvia Parsons spurred CMAG’s interest in collecting objects and 
stories of private commerce in Canberra. The collection begins with a simple hat block from Stanley 
Taylor’s 1926 drapery in Kingston; and concludes with a series of colourful outfi ts designed by 
Maggie Shepherd, created in her Fyshwick workshop throughout the 1990s. 

A study of decorative art, including what we wear, provides social historians with clues to the social 
values of a particular time and place. In the same way that clothing can provoke memories of important 
events in our lives, so fashion can come to symbolise an era. During the establishment phase of 
Canberra, enterprising individuals turned a profi t from dressing the white-collar workers transferred 
from Melbourne in 1927. In the last eighty years Canberra has changed from a public service town to 
one in which 60% of the population is employed in the private sector. Along the way Canberra has 
produced designers with world-wide appeal.

I thank the following donors for their generosity: Iris and George Barlin, Harold Ganter, Chris 
Kennedy, Lois Kowald, Karen Lochhead, Irmgard Lyons, Dorothy Outram and Peter Parsons. 
I also thank those listed below who have who have loaned items for this exhibition. Images used in the 
exhibition are sourced from the ACT Heritage Library, Canberra Times and Martin Miles, and graphic 
design is by Meagan Spedding.

Dale Middleby
Senior Curator of Social History
September 2011
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On loan from New Mardi Gras
   Olivia Newton-John’s Mardi Gras Party 
   costume 2008 
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On loan from Jovan Nikolevski 
   Grey suit 1959
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On loan from George Barlin 
   Pin stripe suit 1965
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Parsons Collection
   Day dress, ‘Exclusively for Sylvia Parsons’ 
   Evening gloves 
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Kennedy Collection 
   Silk wrap late 1970s
Lochhead Collection 1989 - 1993 
   Ensemble, two-piece purple and black polyester
   Ensemble, three-piece patterned royal purple 
   skirt with sleeveless jacket 
   Ensemble, skirt, blouse, pink geometric 
   patterned polyester 
   Ensemble, skirt, blouse, scarf and jacket, 
   pink/black polka dot polyester
On loan from Lyn Cummings 
   Patchwork jacket late 1970s
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On loan from Harriet Elvin
   Dress, green/blue/purple/white polyester
   Ensemble, purple/ mauve/green polyester
   Ensemble, yellow/ grey/ pink polyester
   Necklace, pink toned with black cord tie 
   Necklace, blue toned with black cord tie 
   Haberdashery, tassels, frogs & ties
On loan from Dawn Waterhouse
   Ensemble, skirt, blouse, wrap & sash, 
   multi-coloured polyester/silk
Private Collection 
   Patchwork jacket 1981
   Patchwork silk wrap 1981
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On loan from Amelia Thompson
   ‘Splatter dress’ 2011
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On loan from Bonnie Begg
   Outfi t 2011
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On loan from Sonja Knudsen
   Silk evening dress c1980
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Dorothy Outram Collection 
   Canberra Youth Orchestra Uniform 1990

Sylvia Parsons Collection
   Docket book 
   Framed sign - Opening hours 
   Garment labels
   Letterhead - Sylvia Parsons of Canberra,
   Fashion Salon for Gowns of Distinction
   Outdoor pavement sign - Sylvia Parsons of  
   Canberra Fashion Salon
   Photograph - Sylvia Parsons fashion salon 
   Pin Cushion
   Shop mannequin - Sally
   Singer sewing machine & stand 1953
 

Cameo Video 
   Sylvia Parsons 1999 

On loan from Rob and Sandie Little 
   Spring catalogue ‘Maggie by mail’ 1996 

Lois Kowald Collection
   Maggie Shepherd shopping bag c2000

George and Iris Barlin Collection
   Hat block c1925




